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The Certified Rescue Analyst Programme will introduce you to the newly established rescue regime following amendments to 
the Companies Act 71 of 2008 with the aim to ultimately gain levels competency and proficiency in preparation for the eventual 
qualification of certified business rescue practitioner. The programme therefore prepares you with the knowledge of all issues relevant 
to the business rescue practitioner through basic theory and practice examples.                       

During the programme you will also gain the necessary skills to demonstrate your understanding of all the elements of and relevant 
to the tasks that are commonly executed by the business rescue practitioner. While managers who are faced with rescue situations can 
benefit from the programme, its purpose is to provide developmental steps towards qualifying as a CRP.

The CRA Programme is an internationally recognised programme recognised by TMA International. TMA-SA considers 
successful completion of this programme in line with the South African accreditation/processes in collaboration with the CIPC.

The course will be presented as blended (More than one delivery mode: virtual and contact sessions)
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Programme content

The programme is presented by leading academics from the University of Pretoria, Stellenbosch University, and the University of 
Johannesburg.

Business: Taking control, investigating the affairs, preparation of the plan and implementation of the plan. Techniques for sense-
making, decision-making, collaboration and integration are also explored. Application: case study analysis, evaluation of real plans, 
turnaround situation analysis, fire assessments, etc.

Finance: Financial feasibility, viability and analysis of income and cash flow statements, balance sheets, costing, ratio analysis, 
management statements, marketing, sales and scorecards. Application: analysis, report creation for decision-making.

Legal: The supreme task in BR is to operate in compliance with the Act. As driver of the BR environment, knowledge of the law is 
paramount and therefore case law analysis within in the guidelines of the act will form a major part of this module.

Ethics: The professional and ethical standards within the business rescue process. It exposes delegates to various ethical dilemmas 
and coping mechanisms.
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Shifting knowledge to insight

Learning outcomes

After successfully completing this course, you will be able to
• understand the tasks and associated activities that BRPs must 

perform
• understand the competencies they require to act as a BRP
• analyse a venture rescue situation to identify new “best” 

positions
• perform feasibility (reasonable prospect) and viability analyses 

for integrity and sense-making to conclude the navigation 
assignment

• analyse financial information for integrity and decision-making
• interrogate quantitative and qualitative signs of distress 

(business and financial)
• deduce the causes of decline in ventures by applying models in 

practice for decision strategies based on turnaround situations
• make key decisions for an appropriate rescue plan
• evaluate the decisions taken based on the rescue plan’s results
• advise legal situations based on scrutinised case law and apply 

legal framework
• conduct financial analyses, ratio utilisation for decision-making
• act ethically in all dealings with affected persons, and
• master CIPC procedures for appointment/licencing and 

compliance of ad hoc licences.

Programme fees

R31 600.00 per delegate (VAT incl.)
Course fees include all course material, meals and refreshments are 
included during contact days.
Course fees must be paid in full 14 days prior to course start dates. 
Proof of payment can be submitted to 
enrolments@enterprises.up.ac.za.
 
Admission requirements

Prospective delegates must have a relevant bachelor’s degree and two 
years’ work experience. Delegates with a National Senior Certificate 
(Grade 12) and at least ten years’ relevant work experience will also be 
considered (as determined by the oversight committee). Experience in 
business rescue would be beneficial. Delegates who have completed 
the BR decision-making simulation from University of Pretoria and 
LSSA-lead course will also benefit. (No exemptions will apply for either 
Law or Financial qualifications.)

Assessment

Delegates are required to write a formal examination (four two-hour 
papers), complete assignments and/or a project to obtain a certificate 
of successful completion issued by the University of Pretoria and 
accredited by the relevant bodies. Endorsement is sought by all 
relevant bodies including TMA-SA, TMA International and CIPC.

Accreditation and certification

Enterprises University of Pretoria (Pty) Ltd is wholly owned by the 
University of Pretoria. As a public higher education institution, the 
University of Pretoria functions in accordance to the Higher Education 
Act 101 of 1997. Enterprises University of Pretoria offers short courses 
on behalf of the University and these short courses are not credit-
bearing, and do not lead to formal qualifications on the National 
Qualifications Framework (NQF) – unless stated otherwise. Delegates 
who successfully complete a short course and comply with the related 
assessment criteria (where applicable) are awarded certificates of 
successful completion and/or attendance by the University of Pretoria.

Registration and enquiries

Course coordinator
Getrude Hlungwani
Tel:         +27 (0)12 434 2569
Cell:       +27 (0)72 499 0162
Email:    getrude.hlungwani@enterprises.up.ac.za

Programme presenters
Prof Marius Pretorius
Email:  marius.pretorius@up.ac.za

Wesley Rosslyn-Smith
Email:  wesley.rosslyn-smith@up.ac.za

Enquiries regarding accreditation
Turnaround Management Association (TMA-SA)
Email:  admin@tma-sa.com
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Prof Marius Pretorius 

Prof. Marius Pretorius is a Professor in Strategy, Turnaround and Leadership in the Department of Business Management 
at the University of Pretoria. As a strategy consultant and facilitator, he focuses on distressed ventures in search of 
rescue and growth. According to research interests from his publication record, turnaround post mortem analysis, 
modelling, business rescue practitioner tasks and competencies, strategy critiques, leadership and simulation are his 
areas of interest. As a motivational and public speaker, Prof Pretorius is a devil’s advocate that challenges the “normal”.   

Dr Wesley Rosslyn-Smith   

Dr. Wesley Rosslyn-Smith is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Business Management at the University of 
Pretoria. He lectures within the disciplines of strategic management, business analytics and business turnaround. 
His work acknowledges the complexities within the field of business and carries the dependability of experience 
and research. He currently resides He is a dynamic and motivated professional with profound competency in 
strategy. His research is deeply concentrated on turnaround strategies, business rescue and has acquired invaluable 
insights in the spheres of results-based management and a broad range of contemporary organisational issues.

As a corporate and turnaround strategist, Dr. Rosslyn-Smith works with Enterprises University of Pretoria to 
conduct technical research projects within the field of management. 


